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No.5(530)/2014-El 21.12.2015 
NOTIFICATION 

Sub: List of candidates shortlisted to be called for interview for the posts of Scientists. 
Ref: CLRI Advertisement No. I /2014. 

It is notified for information of the applicants that based on the approval of the competent authority and 
on recommendations of the screening committees, following candidates have been shortlisted for 
interviews to be held during 2151-22"d January 2016 at CLRI. Recruitment to the Post of 81406

(Economics) has been cancelled due to administrative reasons. 

Details of Interview Schedule is as follows: 

Post & Post Code Shortlisted candidates Date & Time of interview 

Scientist 
S1401(UR)-CHORD 10 candidates - List (RI) 21.01.2016 (8.30 am onwards) 

81402 (OBC)-SDDC 4 candidates -   List (R2) 21.01.2016 (10.30 am onwards) 

81403 (UR)-CLAD 13 candidates - List (R3) 21.01.2016 (12.30 pm onwards) 
81405 (OBC)-RCED,K 11 candidates -List (RS) 21.01.2016 (2.30 pm onwards) 

81404 (UR)-NMR 8 candidates List (R4) 22.01.2016 (8.30 am onwards) 

S1407(ST)-BPD 15 candidates -List (R6) 22.01.2016 (10.30 am onwards) 

81406 (UR)-Economics Cancelled 

Notice to shortlisted candidates: 

I . Call letters to the shortlisted candidates would be sent separately.
2. Change of address or contact details, if any may be informed to this office immediately.
3. The admission to the interview is provisional. If it is found later on that candidate does not fulfill

any of the conditions of eligibility his/her candidature will be cancelled and no appeal against
such cancellation will be entertained. Candidates are, therefore advised to check carefully and
satisfy themselves that they fulfill all conditions of eligibility. Mere calling for interview does
not confer any right for permanent appointment in CLRI.

4. Candidates have to make their own arrangements for their stay for attending interviews
5. Single Second class railway fare/bus fare will be paid from the normal place of residence or from

the place of undertaking the journey whichever is nearer to Chennai on submission of travel
tickets I receipts in accordance with the Rules

6. Candidates may come prepared to stay late till completion of Interview of their respective area.
In any case interview will be completed on the same day.

7. Request for change of date will not be entertained as it is not possible to reschedule the meetings.
8. Canvassing in any form and/or bringing any influence political or otherwise will be treated as a

disqualification for the post.
9. List of non-recommended candidates along with reasons will be notified separately.
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